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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

TTC celebrates a successful year of work
As a way of closing a period in which we added collaborators and followers and the work spaces were
expanded, Travel Trade Caribbean celebrated its 21 years of work as italian media specializing in tourism
accredited in Cuba.... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special. Caribbean 2017: A great success against
adversity
2017 would be for the Caribbean one of the year’s most destructive because of hurricanes but it has
turned out to be the one Of surprising recoveries after the most severe storms impact in the region.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: What's the result of new Cuba
restrictions? Lots of confusion
In December 2014 President Obama eased restrictions on travel to Cuba. A physical license was no longer
needed, but travelers had to meet conditions (a license, as it were). The trip had to be, say, for a
humanitarian project or educational purposes or must provide “support for the Cuban people.” It couldn’t
involve beach time designed to improve your tan. President Trump wanted to tighten some of these
regulations, and in November new rules from the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control,
or OFAC, were announced.... »

TOURISM

It's official: More traffic cops in Dominican Republic to
ensure a "Safe Christmas"
Over 3,000 traffic cops will be deployed across the Dominican Republic thoroughfares as part of the “Safe
Christmas without Accidents” campaign.... »
TRANSPORTATION

Air transport is a vital link for the economic activities
of the Caribbean Islands
Half of all tourists who travel to the Caribbean annually arrive by air, IATA found. Although a large part of
the region’s economy will rely on the famous Caribbean cruises, Aviation supports more than $35.9bn in
GDP and over 1.6 million jobs in the region, equivalent to 14% of the total Caribbean economy.... »

TRANSPORTATION

Norwegian Cruise Line announces summer 2019
itineraries
Norwegian Cruise Line revealed the fleet’s exciting lineup of summer 2019 itineraries, featuring some of
the world’s hottest summer destinations.... »
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